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Please provide one (1) executive summary to include and address all of the specific points below.  
You may upload up to three (3) supporting documents and a supporting URL link to support 
your solution entry executive summary.  8,000-character limit (includes spaces).

1. Choose one solution. Describe the specific customer scenario(s) and problem(s) solved 
by the solution. Include your Customer’s business challenge or problem and provide 
examples of the before and after solution implementation scenarios. Include information 
such as:
 Customer(s) name and/or other pertinent customer description
 What was the customer business problem?
 What usage scenario did your solution address? (e.g. Web & Mobile, Enterprise 

Integration, Line of business apps, Digital Media)
2. What Microsoft Azure services and technologies did you include in the solution? Include 

all Microsoft products (with version) and technologies used.
3. Please describe the benefits & business impact of your solution. Include information such 

as:
 How your solution impacted your customers’ businesses (such as making them more 

competitive) and including return on investment (ROI) figures (cost reduction, 
increased productivity, etc.)?

4. Is this solution specific to one particular customer or does it have broader market 
potential?
 Which key industry verticals your Cloud App was implemented in and how you 

foresee any new industry expansion for your business?
 Can the solution be applied to any other potential industries, and how?
 Upload or provide outside references or data sources that illustrate exceptional 

customer experience or satisfaction (links to published articles, case studies, videos, 
customer testimonials, etc.)

Welcome to Biis World

NetLogistiK started operations in 2000 as a dot com logistics pioneer offering an 
innovative freight transport marketplace which created real economic benefits for 
shippers.  However, 17 years ago, the market was not ready to massively adopt such a 
disruptive solution largely due to the minimal penetration of smart phones. Two years 
ago, NetLogistik decided the timing was right to create Biis, a spin-off (Maya for 
Transport), a Software as a Service (SaaS) platform leveraging Microsoft Azure, which 
encourages business collaboration between shippers and carriers. Simply this is 
explained as “The Uberization of Freight Transport.” Watch Biis Official Video

https://youtu.be/hcTUQA6Y1Sk


Biis delivers a comprehensive, end to end, transportation lifecycle management solution 
for shippers, third party logistics operators (3PLs) and carriers.   In a recent interview, 
Ruben Iman, CEO of Onest Logistics, a leading Mexican 3PL, confirmed real savings of 
4% in a total cost of transport, reduced back office resources in 30% and provided a 
significant differentiation to maintain and acquire new customers. Onest Logistics 
Testimonial

Biis is targeted to logistics executives who want to collaborate together to transform 
logistics in Mexico creating a freight transport revolution.  By bringing multiple shippers 
and carriers together our product goes beyond what a simple consumer app like Uber 
offers.

Biiscurrently has 10 customers and to date has realized more than 50,000 shipments 
amounting to 7 million km to every corner of Mexico. It is projected to close 2017 with 
130,000 shipments and by 2022, 9 million with an estimated 500 shippers.  In 2018 it 
plans to launch in several countries in Latin America and USA.

Freight Transport: An Age Old Problem

In 2000 the founder of Netlogistik, Francisco Giral, had visualized that the internet could 
solve and age old logistics problem.  Specifically, the need for shippers to administer 
more efficiently their private and carrier fleet alternatives.

A shipper would look for carriers, above all those that were trustworthy, had competitive 
pricing, available trucks and a quality service.  Conversely, carriers were exploring how 
to streamline the process of tendering with shippers, as well finding options so that their 
fleet of trucks did not return empty once they had delivered their load to the 
pre-assigned destination.  This is common problem not just limited to Mexico and is 
present in all major shipping markets.  It is called “back haul” and looks for opportunities 
to match and fill loads on the return leg of the shipment.

Biis: A New Dawn 2015

In 2015 Netlogistik revisited the freight administration opportunity. A quick survey of 150 
customers led them to believe that yes. Mexico is a 9th largest freight cargo market in 
the world with 313,144 km - tons, 2 million direct jobs and contributes 4.8% of GDP.   
Unfortunately, actual and relative performance had deteriorated vs. its trading partners 
and peers.  In 2016, the Logistics Performance Index, placed Mexico at the 54th place. 
Reference here 

Fast forward to the present day, NetLogistik decided to return to its entrepreneurial 
beginnings and creating a spin off called Biis, attacking the original 2000 problem using 
modern cloud, mobility, internet of things, big data and analytics technologies from 
Microsoft Azure.

The Biis Solution

https://youtu.be/dex8IOdJYrY
https://youtu.be/dex8IOdJYrY
http://www.biis.mx/
http://bit.ly/292kXb0
http://bit.ly/292kXb0


What are the key attributes of the Platform?

Freight Flexibility: Biis has the flexibility to adapt to the customer process.  With multiple 
options for assigning Carriers - “Load Tendering” and real time controls in the carrier 
app for check in/out activity, real time tracking with route time stamps, as well as photo 
evidence and digital signatures, provides transparency to all ecosystem participants.

Spot: an Uber like load tendering option which allows shippers and carriers to connect 
together.  Shippers can satisfy demand peaks using the certified carriers in Biis. For the 
carrier the benefits are quicker payment which translates into 7 days of working capital, 
a simplified one-off registration process for all Carriers, and more back haul 
opportunities.

Analytics y Big Data: Real time price benchmarks, back haul, intelligent load tendering 
and out and back route collaboration between shippers to create additional savings up 
to 5%.

Integration Server: Permits simpler integration between el WMS, ERPs, and Routing 
Apps vs. connecting different on-premise legacy TMS’.

Key Resources from Microsoft Azure:

Biis hosts all of its software components in Microsoft Azure data centers leveraging the 
following resources:

API App: used to host the services of Biis web and mobile application. As well as 
integration of the code repository, permanent monitoring, scaling of capacity according 
to the demand.

MLab: leveraging the native integration offered by Azure, it is used to host the NoSQL 
Database with backup, monitoring and alerting capabilities.

Virtual Machine: virtualization flexibility allows for development and testing and 
productive environment for customers.

BLOB Storage: is used to host images, photos of delivery evidence, incidents, among 
others. It takes advantage of cold storage for documenting customer histories.

Business Model

Monthly Recurring Revenue (MRR) based on shipment volume, a commission for each 
Spot shipment and implementation services and analytics.

How do we market and sell?

Trade shows and event with Key Business Partners. Examples include Canacar 



(National Association of Freight Carriers) and ANTP (National Association of Private 
Fleets). Marketing digital, content, email and social networks. Netlogistik direct sales 
force and Microsoft CTM partners. Biis created a community for Carriers with more than 
12,000 followers and a training program called "Kilómetros Inteligentes" to promote 
business success and technology adoption. Visit http://bit.ly/2obvWW3

What are the Competitive Alternatives?

To Continue with manual processes such as phone and mail, to develop in-house 
solutions, legacy suites like SAP, Oracle y JDA  and         Uber copycats, Amazon 
Logistics y Uber.

What are Economic and Social Benefits?

1. Reduce Transport Costs up to 10%.  For a typical large shipper, this translates to 
efficiencies and price savings of USD $500,000. 

2. The Mexican statistics office INEGI has registered 134,726 carriers in Mexico, 
805,353 truck operators and 1 million other direct employees.

3.  User telematics and training to promote better driving will reduce accidents by 30%. 
According to the National Development Plan (PND) 2015 there were 16,944 accidents 
causing 3,490 deaths and USD 597,738 millions in damages.

4. Using the platform carriers achieve fuel efficiency savings of 10% and a reduction of 
30% maintenance costs as well as a significant reduction in greenhouse gases.

Market Potential    

Biis’ current market is the primary network of mid-market Shippers and 3Pls, with a 
clear geographic footprint for Spot. We expect to “illuminate” more Spot routes each 
quarter.  1 year addressable market includes the secondary network of multi destinations routes 
and last mile.  E-commerce adoption will be a big driver.  Segments include freight forwarders, 
importers and exporters.   By reviewing the LPI and economic data for each country in Latin 
America, Colombia will be central hub for expanding into the Andean countries including 
Central America.  Next up is Mercosur starting with Chile and finally Brasil.  5 year total market 
is mid-market and cross border needs in USA, air, rail, and sea, and uberization of other 
segments such as fractional jets.

Supporting URL: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCd5jYZvilW1sL_LmjScFT1g
Supporting Documents: Biis FACT SHEET.pdf
.
**** END OF NOMINATION ****

http://biis.mx/kilometros-inteligentes
https://awrdstorage.blob.core.windows.net/uploads/V3541U8GuW11T0nN02lY3Y.pdf

